Introduction
It is believed that language is such a species-specific capacity that only humans possess, which of course distinguishes homo sapiens from other ontogenetically-related species that Darwin believes evolved from the same ancestor. And what does language do for us? As Clark (1997:193) points out, one easy but somehow misleading answer is that public language is to communicate ideas, since the most obvious evidence comes from that fact that human beings profit from what others know. And like a single computer is linked to a network of computers, the link to a network is for us humans primarily provided by language, which is not only a code of communication but also an external memory store (Streeck 1995) ; and thus it locates one major wellspring of our rather unique kind of cognitive success.
Nevertheless, Clark urges us not to neglect a subtler but equally potent role that language may play: as a tool that alters the nature of the computational tasks involved in various kinds of problem solving. And I believe in its broad sense, problem-solving abilities should include the ability language users possess to detect and modify the errors and solve the problems that occur in all the linguistic interactions.
Thus, the purpose of this study is to examine a linguistic form shenme in interaction. As an interrogative pronoun, the form can be used to perform an act in conversations: to ask questions for eliciting information (as in a very common question ni jiau shenme mingzi "ft 111-1itii --t--- In this section, the various forms and functions of shenme will be examined. The question word is gammaticalized as an indefinite pronoun and indefinite adjective. As an indefinite pronoun, shenme is widely used by the interactants to perform listing tasks and as a scaffolded tool when engaged in re-calling tasks, which will be shown in Section 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. And Section 2.3 will demonstrate that the indefinite adjective shenme, identified by Biq (1990) as a hedge, functions not only as hedge, but is grammaticalized as an epistemic marker, conveying the speaker's attitude and emotion. Jefferson (1990) discusses list-construction as an interactional task. She observes that lists often consist of three parts, and that participants orient to their three-partedness for example in sequential organization (e.g. when monitoring turn completion). The cognitive mechanism of three-partedness listing is of course out of the scope of this study. What we observe is that conversation participants do show a great tendency in constructing such a three-partedness listing.
Shenme in Listing
In Extract 4, the speaker is talking about the work that an office janitor should do by listing out the specific items and after spelling out the working items one by one she adds a shenme in Line 252 to complete her listing. Here shenme, of course, is not merely a slot-filler; it is like English "and so on" and French "et cetera". Here I believe that the use of the indefinite pronoun shenme by Mandarin speakers in listing is also an interaction-motivated phenomenon: like a ready-for-wear filler, shenme enables Mandarin speakers fulfill their listing goal under the interactional pressures even when they do not have any candidates in minds so as to be able to make the project go on.
Scaffolded Action
In Extract 8, Speaker F asks M a question about the name of a movie they are talking about. Speaker M does not give an answer in the next turn (Line 206) but rather repeats the question shenme. And in Extract 9, the speaker is intending to retell a story that his classmate told him days ago, but he couldn't remember it at the moment. He also utters shenme in Line 348 & 349 when he is engaged in the task of re-calling. A simple explanation to this phenomenon would be Paul Churchland's (1995) argument that the linguistic expression is just a shallow reflection of our "real" knowledge: that the speaker does not know the answer at the moment and that he is in the process of thinking. A better explanation would be that we regard speakers' uttering or repeating shenme as an interactional device: a device for floor-holding or floor-taking. But are there any other possible explanations to such a talk-to-oneself during recalling phenomenon in interaction?
In the 1930s the psychologist Vygotsky pioneered the idea that use of public language had profound effects on cognitive development, and one of his ideas is scaffolded action. An action is called "scaffolded" to the extent that it relies on some kind of external support, such as the use of tools or exploitation of the knowledge and skills of other. In this regard, scaffolded actions denote a broad class of physical, cognitive and social growths that allow us to achieve some goal that we would otherwise fail. The most common cases are where a child is temporarily able to succeed at designated tasks only by courtesy of the guidance. (Vygosky 1962; Clark 1997) . The speech functions so as to guide behavior, to focus attention, and to guard against common errors. In such cases, the role of language is to guide and shape our own behavior; it is a tool for structuring and controlling action, not merely a medium of information agent.
Let's return to the two speakers in Extract 8 & 9. When they are engaged in the task of recalling, I think, their uttering shenme does not merely meet the interactional demand (i.e., to hold the floor) or simply reflect their "real" knowledge (i.e. they do not know the answer yet and they are still in the process of thinking); I would rather believe language plays a scaffolded role in orienting their attention and shaping the re-calling task. Biq (1990) They don't want to give their votes for her because they believe anyone who joins that kind of student association is tough and propagates nothing but feministic thoughts and homosexual culture. Here Speaker L also uses shenme to mark the statements that the female candidate issued. Shenme here does not act as a hedge of any kind, but rather an epistemic marker, conveying the speaker's strong negative emotion and attitude toward the entity they are talking about.
Hedges

Concluding Remarks
This short paper demonstrates my preliminary observation on a small linguistic form shenme in Mandarin. Like pre's, shenme is small but important in both verbal interactions and cognition. Originating as a question word, it is grammaticalized as an indefinite pronoun and indefinite adjective. Listing is an interaction-motivated phenomenon. Under the interactional pressure, the interactant usually recruits shenme to complete the listing task; what is important here is not what has been conveyed across to the participant, but that the listing act per se has been accomplished so as to make the conversation proceeds on the course. When the interactant is engaged in recalling task, shenme plays a scaffolded role in orientating the interactant's attention and shaping the recalling task. And last, as Biq (1990) points out, it is quite a norm for a question word to be used as a hedge in verbal interaction; however, we can see from the previous examples that shenme is not only used as a hedge but an epistemic marker conveying the speaker's attitude and emotion.
Public speech, inner rehearsal, and the use of written and on-line texts are all potent tools that reconfigure the shape of our cognitive space. Time and again we use words to focus, clarify, transform, offload, and control our own thinking, as Mandarin speakers use shenme in various context of interactions to reach different goals. In this regard, Jackendoff is absolutely right, when he suggests that the mental rehearsal of sentences may be the primary means by which our own thoughts are able to become objects of further attention and reflection. Thus understood, language is not mere imperfect mirror of our intuitive knowledge. Rather, it is part and parcel of the mechanism of reason itself.
